Advantage Sports & Leisure can provide the ultimate in high performance
and low maintenance golf practice solutions. Through continual research,
development and testing by our product supplier SYNLawn, we are committed
to producing the best, most realistic artificial putting surfaces on the market.
Using the latest state-of-the-art manufacturing
technology and materials, our synthetic grass golf
surfaces are developed to perform as closely as
possible to professional grade natural golf grass
for true ball-roll and realistic performance.
We can build a challenging course complete with
varying gradients, chipping areas and sand
bunkers.
Create the golf course of your dreams in your own
backyard and practice your golf game anywhere
anytime.

Supergreen 23
The Supergreen 23 synthetic grass golf system is
produced from texturised helix fibre blades with
soft non-directional characteristics. With a finished
height of 23mm, this product has the ability to
absorb energy and dissipate impact from the ball
landing, allowing it to check up and run naturally
on the grass surface.
Supergreen 23 is a professional putting green
surface suitable for resorts, retirement villages,
practice centres, hotel and leisure facilities as well
as private homes.

Agility 23
The Agility 23 synthetic grass golf system is
produced from texturised grass blades with heavy
duty hybrid emulsion backing. With non-directional
fibres Agility 23 provides a soft and realistic putting
surface.
Agility 23 synthetic grass is an economical solution
for backyard putting greens or for small
commercial use.
Both Supergreen 23 and Agility 23 have an 8 year
manufacturer warranty and are made in Australia.
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